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Abstract: Graphene materials consisting of a single atomic layer of graphite have wide potential
applications in electronic, optoelectronic, and energy storage devices due to their remarkable
electrical, optical, and tunable band gap properties. Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) which
offer high photo-to-electric conversion efficiencies at low production cost have attracted a great
deal of interest. Application of graphene materials into each part DSSC component, including
photoanode, electrolyte and cathode has been recently well developed. This review will focus
on recent advances in graphene and their application as materials to improve the photovoltaic
performance of DSSCs.

1. Introduction

Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) have attracted both academic and industrial interests
as promising low-cost solar cells because of their relatively high photo-to-electric
conversion efficiencies, low production cost, and environmental benignity [1,2]. Fig. 1
depicts the structure and components of a traditional DSSCs, which usually comprises
photoanode, electrolyte and cathode [3]. In 2014, a conversion efficiency as high as 13%
had been achieved based on a porphyrin dye in liquid electrolyte DSSCs [4]. However,
some technological and scientific difficulties, such as maximizing light harvesting,
minimizing losses during the electron transfer pathways, and (or) leakage (or) evaporation
of the organic liquid electrolyte, still need to be resolved before the applications of DSSCs
become practical [5,6].

In order to improve the photovoltaic performance and lower the cost of DSSCs,
incorporation of new materials has been considered. For instance, organic dyes have been
synthesized and applied to replace the rare metal-containing dyes [7]. Meanwhile, solid-
state hole conductors, poly (ionic liquids) and ionic plastic crystals with high ionic
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conductivities, have also been invented to replace the traditional organic liquid electrolytes
[8–12]. In addition, transition metal compounds, conducting polymers, and carbon
materials have been introduced as alternative catalysts to platinum in the cathode [13–
16].

Among the materials pursued to improve the performance of DSSCs, graphene, a
type of two-dimensional carbon material, has been explored, due to graphene’s unique
properties. These include high carrier mobility, excellent transmittance, and large specific
surface area. For example, monolayer graphene has a high carrier mobility (>200 000
cm– 2 V –1 s–1 at an electron density of 4 ×109 cm–2), high specific surface area (2600 m–2

g–1), and high optical transparency (97.7%). All these advantages allow graphene to be
a promising material for efficient and practical DSSCs [17–21].

Graphene materials were first used as transparent electrodes in 2008 to replace fluorine
doped tin oxide (FTO) at the photoanode [22]. With increasing depth of research, many
other advantages of graphene materials were discovered, such as harvesting light,
increasing ion transport through both the TiO2 layer and the electrolyte, and replacing
platinum at the cathode [23–24]. The unique properties and general applications of
graphene materials have been reviewed by Neto, [25] Geim [26] and more recently by Xu
[27]. This review focuses on recent applications of graphene materials in photoanode,
electrolyte and cathode sections of DSSCs (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Operating principles of dye-sensitized solar cells. Reprinted with permission from ref. [3].
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Heterogeneous photocatalysis based on the utilization of semi- conductors such as
TiO2 [28–33], CuO [34,35], ZnO [36,37], and Fe2O3 [38–40] to produce highly reactive radical
species able to trigger oxidative reactions, as well as conduction band (CB) electrons
promoting reduction conversions, presents many advantages, including low operation
cost and no production of secondary hazardous metabolites. The open challenges before
photocatalytic processes become economically feasible for large scale industrial
applications include the need to enhance efficiency under solar radiation, and to mitigate
recombination of photogenerated electrons and holes. Several strategies have been
developed including doping with metal and non-metal species, coupling with other
semiconductors, and sensitization with organic chromophores [5, 25–31], which have not
all yet resulted in practical applications.

The discovery of GR [41], a 2D form allotrope of carbon and zero band gap
semiconductor [42] exhibiting extraordinary electron mobility (106 m s–1 ), excellent large
surface area (2630 m2 g–1 ) responsible for improved interfacial contact with other species
[43], and high chemical stability and mechanical resistance [44–46], might soon solve many
of the practical problems encountered in photocatalysis [47], especially now that
economically feasible synthetic routes to GR are becoming available [48].

GR has different physicochemical features depending on the synthesis technique used
for its preparation: bottom-up, where the smallest building blocks of the material are
assembled together to obtain a high quality GR [28,39–41] and top-down by breaking
down graphite into the desired material by chemical or physical processes (Fig. 2) [42–
46]. The latter approach opened up the possibility of massive production when solution-
based chemistry was discovered [47].

Figure 2: Routes for the synthesis of GR. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [39]. Copyright 2014 American
Chemical Society.
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Early applications of GR in photocatalysis mostly relied on reduced graphene oxide
(RGO) [45,48], rather than on GR, obtained via thermal [49], chemical [46], and
electrochemical [39], reduction of graphene oxide (GO) synthesized by modified Hummer
methods [42,50]. The presence of covalently bonded oxygenated groups (including
hydroxyl, epoxy, carboxyl etc.) in the GO structure offered anchoring points for the binding
of semiconductors. Structural defects and abundance of oxygen bearing groups in the GO
structure, however, impact on electrical properties by interrupting the conductive
delocalized-conjugation and also induce a tendency to aggregate with a final detrimental
effect not only on specific surface area, but also on electronic properties [37,47,51–53].

In general, GR-semiconductor composites form photocatalysts showing enhanced
activity toward pollutants abatement, photoreduction of CO2 and photocatalytic hydrogen
evolution, thanks to i) the suppressed recombination of photogenerated electrons and
holes, ii) extended absorption range of light wavelengths, and iii) better adsorption of
reactants [54–57]. Furthermore, these characteristics can be tuned and optimized working
on many factors including tunable layer number, edge morphology, crystallinity degree,
type and extent of defects, size effect and exposed crystal facets [37,58–65].

In this account, we address the challenges and opportunities in the production of
second generation GR-semiconductor composites. Recent advances in the synthesis and
photo(electro)catalytic applications, and in the understanding of the interaction
mechanisms among different moieties in the resulting nanostructures are discussed and
put in context with the aim to provide guide- lines in the development of new composites
capable of meeting productivity, stability and cost requirements needed for practical
application in the emerging solar [66] and bio-based [67] economy. Throughout the
described applications, a special consideration is given to the ability of GR to provide a
platform to attract and convey electrons, promote (photo)adsorption of reacting substrates,
and enlarge the absorption range of semiconductors towards the visible region [37,56,68].

2. Synthetic techniques

In the fabrication of GR semiconductor composites, GR behaves either as compositing
component of inorganic semiconductors, or as a substrate where the semiconductors are
grown/supported. A number of methods do exist allowing for the fabrication of GR-
semiconductors composites with diverse morphology, size, dimensionality and interfacial
domains [69], all affecting the efficiency of the photocatalytic processes. However, all the
synthetic techniques producing GR conjugated composites can be categorized into: in
situ crystallization and ex-situ hybridization [70].

In situ crystallization, which is the most common method, is based on the direct and
homogenous growth of nanomaterials (such as nanoparticles, nanowires, nanorods,
nanotubes or nanofilms) on the surface of a GR precursor, mainly GO or RGO [70]. In situ
crystallization is based on mixing GO or RGO and the soluble precursors of the inorganic
semiconductors in a solvent, following a chemical, thermal, optical or ultrasonic treatment
of the mixture to finally anchor the inorganic catalysts on the surface of GR. The oxygen
sites of GO act as nucleation points for the adjustment of size, morphology and crystallinity
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of the nanoparticles and enable the efficient interfacial contact of nanomaterials on GO/
RGO surface to improve the efficiency of electron transfer. In situ methods including sol-
gel method, hydrothermal/solvothermal treatment, and microwave-assisted deposition
have been exploited to fabricate GR based composites through a one-step growth or by a
multi-step reaction procedure.

Sol-gel method, a wet chemical approach, is based on phase transition from a
precursor, a colloidal liquid, into a solid gel through a series of hydrolysis and
polycondensation reactions. Its key advantage is the effective anchoring of the catalyst
at the OH groups of GO/RGO by chemical bonding. The precursors used in the
preparation of GR-semiconductor composites are mostly metal alkoxides, metal chlorides,
and organometallic compounds. As an example, in the fabrication of TiO2-RGO or GO
composite photocatalysts via a sol-gel method, the precursors used were titanium
tetraisopropoxide (TTIP) [71–73], titanium butoxide (TBOT) [26,74–77], and titanium
tetrachloride (TiCl4) [78], which resulted in different structures of TiO2 depending on
the experimental conditions applied. From TTIP the following steps produced a composite
catalyst:

              O2,C3H7OH,unbalanced

GOxHy + (CH(CH3)2O4Ti        {(CH(CH3)2-O)3Ti-O}-G+CH(CH3)2-OH     (1)

Final drying and annealing at temperatures typically above 300oC resulted in
semiconductor photocatalysts, whose crystallinity and photocatalytic activity were strongly
affected by the final heat treatment. Studies on the structural integrity of GR- inorganic
semiconductor composites have been conducted by Chun et al. [79], who found out that a
high temperature up to 400°C in the final treatment enhances the photocatalytic activity
of TiO 2-3% (w/w) GO without significantly affecting its structural features.
Hydrothermal/solvothermal method is widely used for the fabrication of composite
photocatalysts, based on crystallization of catalysts on GO sheets with the simultaneous
reduction of GO at high temperature and pressure. It can take place with or without
reductants starting from an aqueous/alcoholic solution [80–83]. Sher Shah et al. [84]
synthesized Ag-TiO2-RGO, a ternary nanocomposite photocatalyst, by dispersing TTIP
in N,N dimethyl- formamide (DMF) and ethylene glycol (EG) containing silver nitrate
and RGO to reduce silver nitrate to silver and mitigate the agglomeration of RGO
nanosheets upon treatment at 200 °C for 18 h, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The resulting Ag and
TiO2 nanoparticles were evenly distributed on RGO sheets without agglomeration of RGO.
During the fabrication of GR-semiconductor photocatalysts, Liu et al. [85] targeted different
exposed facets of TiO2, namely {101}, {100}, and {001}, to be grown on GR through a
hydrothermal reaction by capping anions at 180 °C for 24 h. After a thorough structural
and physicochemical analysis, they reported that directionality on the facet growth also
affected the photocatalytic activity by changing the bonding structure of GR and TiO2,
and thus the interfacial charge transfer rates.

Microwave-assisted synthesis is a fast and low temperature method of producing GR-
inorganic semiconductors composites compared to other in situ procedures. This technique
enables to induce nucleation and growth of small and homogenous particles on GR [86].
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UV microwave-assisted technique was used during the fabrication of OH-TiO2/RGO
by UV irradiation of their precursors, i.e. TBOT and GO, and treating them through
microwaves [59]. The results indicated that surface hydroxylation on RGO/TiO2 catalyst
enabled extension of visible light absorption up to about 600 nm with a color shift to
yellow, at the same time reducing crystal sizes, inducing surface defects such as Ti3+ states
and oxygen vacancies, thereby enhancing charge transfer with a lower recombination
rate.

All reviewed studies on in situ synthesis suggest that GO is the most used precursor
of GR because of its high degree of hydrophilic functional groups that allows for water
processability. TiO2 and CdS also seem to have made the forefront of inorganic semicon-
ductors that are mostly composited with GR. TiO2-GR composites seem to be commonplace
because of TiO2 availability, nontoxicity and economic favorability. TiO2 precursors used
include TTIP, TBOT and TiCl4; with the choice of precursor and synthetic method being
dependent on the structures and morphology of the required composites. Among the in
situ methods, microwave-assisted synthesis is fast compared to sol-gel and hydrothermal.
However, hydrothermal treatment seems to be the most widely used because GO is fairly
reduced to RGO, thus yielding a better photocatalytic activity of the resulting composite
materials.

Ex-situ hybridization is based on mixing nanomaterials with a defined structure and
composition with GR precursors, aiming to anchor the inorganic particles to oxygen
moieties existing at the surface of GO or RGO via covalent or noncovalent interaction

Figure 3: Fabrication of Ag-TiO2-RGO ternary nanocomposite photocatalyst. Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [84]. Copyright 2013 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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[70]. For instance, coating GO sheets on a Nb-doped TiO2 (TNO) thin film resulted in a
transparent conducting oxide (TCO) layer fabricated by a self-assembly technique, and
being indium free, low cost and enhancing charge transport. According to the
photocatalytic activity measurement, GO on TNO films exhibit an improved photocatalytic
efficiency on degradation of methylene blue (MB) [55].

In self-assembly technique, the distribution of nanomaterial on GR is random. For
this reason, to maximize unique properties of GR, the surface modification of either GR or
the inorganic semiconductors is necessary to improve their ability to process solvent, and
to increase the spatial interaction between GR and the catalysts [54]. Xiao et al. [87]
constructed 2% RGO/SiO2 hollow microsphere composites via ultrasound-assisted
interfacial self-assembling of negatively charged GO sheets on positively charged SiO2
modified with poly(diallyldimethylammonium) chloride (PDDA). Sonication enabled the
composite to disperse in the aqueous solution thus preventing aggregation. The following
solvothermal treat- ment resulted in a further reduction of GO and better interfacial contact
between SiO2 and RGO.

Another approach involves the aerosol assisted self-assembly method, which is simple,
low cost and easy to scale up, allowing to achieve a charge transfer between TiO2 and
RGO sheets and to foster interfacial contact between TiO2 and RGO compared to the
electrostatic assembly approach [88]. From the perspective of synthesizing composites
with robust interfacial contact between inorganic catalysts and GR, the ex- situ synthesis
method is often less efficient than in situ. The stronger interfacial interactions can be
attributed to the generation of chemical bonds which tends to foster the effective separation
of electron-hole pairs with an efficient electron transfer and the narrowing of optical band
gaps. Conversely, we want to highlight that the advantage of ex-situ method is to the
control of the morphology of the materials into ordered and monodisperse structures by
pre-selection of semiconductors with desirable morphology. In the course of ex-situ
preparations, the shape, size and morphology of the used semiconductors in the composites
are nearly the same as the initial ones. A fair comparison of the photoactivity of the
composites with respect to inorganic semiconductors is then feasible, without any concern
on the morphological structure influence.

3. Dimensionality of composites

Besides doping/codoping techniques to modulate the carrier separation and transfer of
GR-semiconductor, several studies indicated that the photocatalytic performance of GR-
semiconductor composites are also improved by tuning surface area, mass transfer kinetics
and local assembly environment, since these parameters have a synergistic effect on the
whole photocatalytic reactions. We can differentiate among quantum dots, which are zero-
dimensional (0D), nanoribbons, nanotubes, nanowires and nanorods, belonging to the
one-dimensional (1D) category, single- atom thick material like sheets being two-
dimensional (2D) and, finally, nanospheres and nanocones, which are among the 3D
morphologies. Dimensionality can explain the atomic assembly of the materials and also
affect their properties to a significant degree. The same component can exhibit a very
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different photocatalytic activity when existing in different shapes, due to a different charge
mobility and reduced recombination resulting in a prolonged charge life and shorter
transfer paths.

3.1. Two-dimensional structures

The dimensionality of each component of a composite and the increased interfacial contact
area are able to enhance the electron transfer thus result in a better photocatalytic activity.
Coupling of lower dimensional structures and GR such as in 0D/2D, 1D/2D and 2D/2D
heterostructures, is an effective way for boosting the global photocatalytic performance
[89]. In 0D/2D and 1D/2D composites, nanoparticles, nanorods, nanowires or nanotubes
have been coupled with GR through in situ growth methods or ex-situ assembly. However,
2D/2D heterostructures have better interfacial contact areas due to the more efficient
face-to-face contact, which enhances the photocatalytic performance by increasing the
electron transfer and separation of photogenerated electron-hole pair compared to 0D/
2D, where inorganic semiconductors are dispersed on 2D GR sheets, either homogeneously
or wrapped inside nanosheets, and also compared to 1D/2D configurations, where a line-
to-line interaction occurs as shown in Fig. 4 [89]. A 2D/2D arrangement has been described
for instance by Luan et al. [90], who indicated that the usage of 2D TiO2 nanosheets in the
fabrication of GR-modified semiconductor catalysts has advantages, serving as a hosting
material to load guest functional nanomaterials, providing a large interaction area between

Figure 4: GR based composites with different dimensionality and interfacial contacts. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [89]. Copyright 2016 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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catalyst and organic pollutant.

As reported by Bera et al. [91], GR/CdS nanosheets composite (2D/2D)
enhances the photocatalytic activity in the degradation of MB of about 4 times,
compared to GR/CdS nanorod (2D/1D), which in turn shows ca. 3.4 times greater
activity than GR/CdS nanopar- ticles (2D/0D), fabricated by hydrothermal treatment.
This study highlights how increasing dimensionality results in a better photocatalytic
activity.

3.2. Three-dimensional structure

GR, with its unique 2D structure, can be used as the building block for the self-assembly
of 3D functional materials. Due to the strong interaction among GR sheets, it is hard to
dissolve GR in most solvents. However, in a gel medium, it can be well dispersed thanks
to the covalent – stacking interactions with a gelator peptide [92]. Moreover, when
synthesized by Hummer method, GO is soluble in water yielding a homogenous liquid
which is beneficial for the 3D self-assembly procedures, producing organogels, aerogels,
and hydrogels. The 3D structures obtained, for instance, in porous films, aerogels, and
scaffolds, allow GR to enhance specific surface area, charge carrier transfer and
conductivity, and to inhibit aggregation, by means of combination of 3D porous structure
and the peculiar properties of GR, namely high surface area, high conductivity and electron
mobility.

Among the several 3D structures of GR which have been reported, GR hydrogels/
aerogels have attracted widespread attention due to (i) the porous structure providing
an ideal support to fabricate photocatalytic semiconductors, (ii) the shapes, volumes
and densities adaptability, allowing for high adsorption ability, and (iii) the affordable
and convenient recycling of the photocatalysts due to the prompt separation from the
reaction media. As an example, a study focused on construction of 3D porous aerogel
constituted by GR sheets and Bi2WO6 nanosheets, indicated that the bi-component
photocatalyst achieved higher degradation of rhodamine B (RhB) compared to bare
Bi2WO6, due to a 60% higher specific surface area and higher adsorption of RhB compared
to bare Bi2WO6 sheets [93]. GO/polymer hybrid microspheres were fabricated by getting
2D GO sheets wrapped on the surface of polymer microspheres and assembled into 3D
structures [94]. The wrinkled surface of the photocatalyst increased the specific surface
area and allowed the particles to grow on 3D structures by providing effective sites
[95]. The photocatalytic activity of TiO2/RGO/polymer composites on the degradation
of RhB under visible light was about 96% in 30 min, much better compared to TiO2
Degussa P25, owing to the good crystallinity and the small size of anatase TiO2 particles,
the unique electrical conductivity of GR, and the interactions between TiO2 and RGO in
this complex composite. As a final remark on 3D assembled composites, GR
functionalized by melamine resin monomer (MRGO), assembled with CdS, was reported
to give an enhanced separation efficiency of photo-generated electrons by means of
multidimensional transport pathways compared to CdS-RGO sheets (Fig. 5) [96].
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Furthermore, hydroxyl end groups of melamine resin monomers were found to inhibit
restacking of MRGO in the composite CdS-MRGO.

4. Graphene applications in photoanode

The photoanode of a DSSC is generally composed of a dye-sensitized TiO2 layer coated
on a transparent conducting glass or plastic substrate. Recently, graphene materials
have been successfully used in photo-anodes as transparent conductors, in the TiO2
layer, as well as in the dye-sensitizer.

4.1. Transparent electrode

Indium tin oxide (ITO) is one of the most widely used transparent electrodes due to its
high conductivity and high transmittance in the visible spectrum. However, ITO films
are usually brittle and unstable at high temperatures (which is required for solar cell
photoanode fabrication). Therefore, fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO) electrodes have been
used to replace ITO electrodes in DSSCs. Compared with ITO, FTO is relatively cheaper
and can bear harsh chemical and high temperature treatment up to 700 °C [97]. Similar to
FTO, graphene was considered as another alternative material to overcome the cost and
performance limitations of ITO due to its high electron mobility and transparency. Since
each graphene layer absorbs about 2.3% of light, the light can pass through a maximum of
<“5 sheets for about 90% transmittance [98]. Fig. 6 shows the transmittance of different
transparent conductors.

In 2008, Wang et al. reported the first fabrication of transparent and conductive
graphene electrodes for DSSCs [99]. The graphene films were fabricated via the exfoliation
of graphite oxide and thermal reduction of the resultant platelets. The prepared graphene
films exhibited a conductivity of 550 S cm1 and a transparency of more than 70% over

Figure 5: Schematic illustrating the charge transfer mechanism at interfaces of 3D CdS-MRGO and 2D CdS-
RGO. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [96]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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the wavelength range 1000–3000 nm. After that, Huang and co- workers prepared
few-layer graphene films on SiO2 substrates via ambient pressure chemical vapor
deposition. The crystal size, layer number and optical transmittance of the graphene
films were tuned by Huang et al. by changing the growth time (Fig. 7). The prepared
graphene films as counter electrodes of DSSCs achieved a photovoltaic efficiency of
4.25%, which is quite comparable to those of the FTO counter electrodes [100]. These
results suggest the potential of graphene films for photovoltaic and electronic
applications. However, there is still much work needed to be done, such as improving
the scalability of the technology and effecting cost reductions.

4.2. Semiconducting layer

Figure 6: Transmittance for different transparent conductors: GTCFs, single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWNTs), ITO, ZnO/Ag/ZnO and TiO2/Ag/TiO2. Reprinted with permission from ref. [32].

Figure 7: (a) Optical images of graphene directly grown on SiO2 substrates at 1200 °C for the growth time of
30, 60, 90 and 120 min, respectively. (b) Optical transmittance spectra of the transferred graphene
films. (c) Transmittance (at 550 nm) and sheet resistance as a function of growth time. Reprinted
with permission from ref. [33].
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Kim et al. [101] reported the UV-assisted photocatalytic reduction of graphene oxide/
TiO2 nanoparticles. The prepared graphene/TiO2 was applied as an interfacial layer
between FTO and nanocrystalline (NC) TiO2 film (see Fig. 8). Compared with a normal
interfacial layer, the lower roughness of the graphene–TiO2 interfacial layer provided
better adhesion between the FTO substrate and NC-TiO2 layer. The cell showed a power
conversion efficiency (PCE) of 5.26%, which is higher than that without a blocking
layer (PCE = 4.89%). However, the transmissivity decreased from 85% to 78% when
compared with the traditional TiO2 blocking layers. Chen et al. used a novel and efficient
method to enhance the performance of the DSSCs by reducing the charge recombination
process occurring at the interface of the FTO nanoparticles and the FTO/TiO2 by spin-
coating graphene on FTO [102]. The PCE of the DSSC improved dramatically from
5.80% to 8.13% mainly due to the improved charge transfer and retarded charge
recombination. The blocking layer only absorbed 1.6% of light, suggesting that less than
a monolayer of thermally reduced graphene oxide (TRGO) was present or that the TRGO
was only slightly reduced.

The atomic thinness and high aspect ratio of graphene provide a low percolation
threshold [103]. Therefore, graphene materials have also been incorporated into the

Figure 8: Schematic representation and mechanism of applied graphene–TiO2 interfacial layer to prevent
back-transport reaction of electrons. Reprinted with permission from ref. [34].
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semiconducting layer to improve the performance of the DSSCs via increasing the charge
collection efficiency [104, 105]. They could act as a current collector with only slight changes
to TiO2 film morphology. There are only a few reports on the use of a graphene-based
current collector as a photoanode [106, 107]. Yang and co-workers were the first to
begin to study this topic. The photoanode can form graphene bridges and enhance
charge transport rate to prevent charge recombination and increase light collection in
the device by incorporating 2D graphene into TiO2 nanostructure [108]. On the basis of
these advantages, the short-circuit current density and PCE were increased by 45% and
39%, respectively, as compared to the NC-TiO2 photoanode. Since then, many studies
focused on this area have been conducted. In these studies, it is accepted that adding
graphene to the TiO2 layer resulted in an in- crease in dye absorption, which in turn
increased the light- harvesting efficiency and thereby led to an increase in photocurrent.

Although some reported results and conclusions are still inconsistent, [109,110] these
studies showed the potential of obtaining high performance DSSCs. Yang et al. reported
that the inclusion of reduced graphene oxide (RGO) induced the formation of macrospores
in the scattering of TiO2 films, which greatly increased the photocurrent of the device
[111]. Fang et al. also claimed that the present of porosity was due to the voids formed
from the reduction in volume of graphene oxide forming graphene during heating [112].
With increasing temperature, graphene oxide becomes dehydrated and the oxygen groups
can be removed. Al- though the width of RGO is about one-half that of native graphene
oxide, this change is on the nanometer scale and thus cannot be responsible for the reported
light scattering, an effect that would require macroscopic porosity. Another explanation
could be that including RGO in the TiO2 scattering films affected the rheology of the
paste, which prevented a smooth and dense film deposition. Durantini and co-workers
[113]reported that a [solvothermally reduced graphene oxide]–TiO2 composite absorbed
44% more light at the dyes (N719) absorption peaks (~ 370 and ~ 530 nm). This could
explain the increase (~29%) in photocurrent. The results may be due to the light scattering
layer; however, other optical effects such as the fact that the TRGO can act as a sensitizer
could not be ruled out. Besides direct sensitization, en- hanced light harvesting could also
be caused by increased absorption in the TiO2 layer. It has been proven that the visible
spectrum band gap of TiO2 can be diminished or attenuated in the presence of graphene
materials [113, 114].

Graphene materials have been incorporated into semiconductor films in a variety of
ways. Park and co-workers [115] coated Al2O3 with graphene oxide and then mixed with
TiO2 so as to prevent sheet aggregation. Li et al. added a TRGO–YF4:Er3 + /Yb3 + composite
into TiO2 film which indicated a gradual increase in the anodic current. With an optimum
content of graphene (1 wt %) doped into TiO2 film, the PCE showed a 15% improvement
from 5.98% to 6.86% [116]. In addition to the traditional TiO2–dye in DSSCs described
above, graphene materials have also been incorporated into quantum dot photochemical
cells and in p-type DSSCs [117-119]. These results demonstrate that the graphene–TiO2
composite structure effectively could increase light absorption intensity and inhibit charge
recombination while enhancing charge transfer, thereby providing a promising scaffold
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for quantum dots and p-type DSSCs. However, it is still unclear whether the addition of
graphene materials into DSSCs would increase the performance of the DSSCs or not. For
example, Neo et al. added TRGO into the TiO2 layer. However, after a thermal treatment
and further optimization, no significant increase in PCE was observed [120]. Studies on
this topic are still at their initial stages; most of the explanations are based on assumptions
not yet fully validated.

4.3. Sensitizer

In general, sensitizing dye has two functions: absorbing light and transferring electrons
to the conduction band of the semiconductor. An efficient sensitizer should have intense
absorption in the visible region (i.e. high extinction coefficient), strong adsorption affinity
to the surface of the semiconductor, and stability in its oxidized form. In addition, it should
have a more negative lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy than the
conduction band (CB) of the semiconductor and more positive highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) energy than the redox potential of the electrolyte [120,121].

A well-known dye, N719, is one of the most effective sensitizers for a DSSC. It absorbs
wavelengths up to ~800 nm and has an extinction coefficient of ~ 1.5 × 104 M–1 · cm–1 at
535 nm [122]. Since graphene has a broad and strong absorption profile, absorbing about
2.3% of light with each monolayer of material, it has received interest as a possible spectral
sensitizing material [123]. Recently, several groups have experimentally demonstrated
that graphene materials can act as a photosensitizer [124, 125]. Zhang et al. fabricated a
series of graphene nanocomposites as photosensitizers via a facile two-step wet chemistry
method. The ZnS-RGO nanocomposites exhibit visible light photoactivity toward aerobic
selective oxidation of alcohols and epoxidation of alkenes under ambient conditions. This
work offers a useful guide for designing graphene-based semiconductor composite
photocatalysts.

4.4. Graphene electrolyte applications

Applications of graphene in the electrolyte have been (1) as a minor additive, and (2) as a
main component. The former case includes the gelation of the electrolyte and the bleaching
of the electrolyte, both of which would be intriguing to try with DSSCs. Velten et al.
found that when graphene nanoribbons (5.8 wt %) were added, a decrease in the optical
absorption of the iodide/triiodide electrolyte was observed [58]. This phenomenon can
be explained through electron transfer from the graphene nanoribbon to triiodide, resulting
in a less absorbing species. Jung et al. reported that the electrolyte containing graphene
sheet (~6.5 wt %) performed better than one without the TRGO [126].

A few electrolyte studies fall into the latter case, in which researchers attempted to
use graphene materials in high concentrations as conductive fillers to decrease the
electrolyte resistance. Ahmad et al. added a mixture of graphene and SWCNTs into 1-
methyl-3-propylimidazolium iodide with the goal of improving electrolyte conductivity
[127]. The graphene nanoribbon material (30 wt %) based quasi-solid state electrolytes
displayed an increase of PCE from 0.16% to 2.10%. They suggested that the increase in
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efficiency is attributed to the filler materials, which act as the extended electron transfer
surfaces, and as catalysts for the electrochemical reduction of I–

3 . It is noted the application
of a graphene material in the electrolyte may be severely limited by the catalytic activity
of graphene for the reduction of triiodide, which could effectively create a short circuit
in the cell.

5. Graphene cathode applications

5.1. DSSC with graphene as a cathode

In DSSCs, the counter electrode is utilized to collect holes from the hole conducting
material. The optimal cell is one that has the lowest possible sheet resistance for the
counter electrode material, demonstrates excellent catalytic activity for redox electrolyte
reduction, exhibits high chemical stability, and has a low production cost. Since the first
work on high efficiency DSSC was published in 1991, platinum (Pt) had been frequently
used as counter electrodes in conventional DSSCs. Recently alternative materials that
can also act as counter electrodes have been reported [128]. One such material is graphene,
which demonstrates high electrocatalytic activity and outstanding conductivity, allowing
it to be a promising substitute to Pt as a counter electrode. Work from various research
groups on DSSCs with graphene counter electrodes is listed in Table 2 [129-135]. The
reported efficiencies of DSSCs with graphene counter electrodes vary from 0.74% to
9.4%. This variation is primarily accounted by the diverse techniques used for the graphene
film preparation and the DSSC fabrication method [61,62,72]. Shi’s group was the first
that we know of to incorporate graphene materials as the catalytic cathode of a DSSC
[67]. Preparation of graphene sheets was achieved by reducing graphene oxide (RGO),
which was noncovalently functionalized with 1- pyrenebutyrate (PB–). The resulting
PB–-G was spin-coated on a FTO substrate. The efficiency of the DSSC with graphene as
a cathode was found to be 2.20%, compared to the conventional DSSC using Pt that
had an efficiency of 3.98%. Following this discovery, a series of studies has been
published, analyzing how the degree of reduction affects catalytic performance. [61,73–
76]

Graphene nanoplatelets (GNP), as a basic morphology of graphene, have been used
as the counter electrode material, due to its higher active sites, i.e. edge defects and oxidic
groups [136]. In the I–

3 /I– redox reaction, electrocatalytic properties of GNP are proportional
to the concentration of active sites and are independent of the electrolyte medium. In an
ionic liquid (Z952) based electrolyte, GNP demonstrated high electrocatalytic activity
toward the I–

3 /I– redox couple [137]. When compared to the traditional electrolyte based
on methoxypropionitrile solution (Z946), Z952 ionic liquid had a charge transfer resistance
(Rct) values smaller by a factor of 5–6. It has been proved that thermal annealing is an
efficient way to further lower the Rct as reported in various works [61,73, 74]; while the
doping is another widely reported method [138]. To date, the highest DSSC efficiency
(9.4%) was obtained using GNP based counter electrodes from Gratzel’s group [139]. High
electrocatalytic activity for the Co(bpy)3 +/2 + redox couple in acetonitrile electrolyte solution
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Table 1
DSSC performance of devices with graphene materials in the TiO2 layer

compared to control cells

Sample Graphene Jsc Voc (V) � (%) Ref.
content (mA/cm2)
(wt %)

Underlayer with T-CRGO 0.04 6.7 0.56 1.7 [38]

Scaffold layer with T-CRGO 0.6 16.3 0.69 7.0 [36]

Scaffold with thermally treated 0.5 12.8 0.82 6.5 [25]
CTAB-functionalized graphene

Scaffold layer with TRGO 0.83 7.6 0.67 2.8 [37]

Scaffold layer with CVD-derived 1 10.2 0.78 5.4 [39]
graphene on Al2O3

Scaffold layer with unknown 1 19.9 0.70 6.9 [40]
graphene material

Scaffold layer with T-CRGO 1 8.4 0.75 4.3 [41]

Scaffold layer with CRGO 0.5 12.9 0.68 6.1 [42]

Underlayer with RGO, scaffold layer with 1 23.2 0.73 9.2 [43]
RGO, scattering layer with RGO

Table 2
PV characteristics of DSSC enabled by graphene counter electrode

Sample Jsc (mA/cm2) Voc (V) � (%) Ref.

GNP 17.0 0.75 6.8 [61]

Graphene 7.7 0.68 2.8 [62]

Graphene 6.12 0.64 2.19 [63]

Graphene 8.1 0.72 2.6 [64]

Graphene 6.4 0.70 0.74 [65]

Graphene 12.9 0.70 4.7 [66]

Pyrenebutyrate-functionalized graphene 13.6 0.55 2.2 [67]

Porous graphene 12.2 0.71 5.20 [68]

CF4 functionalized graphene 10.9 0.66 2.6 [69]

is exhibited in GNP. Compared to the traditional electrocatalyst, or platinum, the GNP
film is superior in charge-transfer resistance (exchange current) and as well as
electrochemical stability under prolonged potential cy- cling. GNP’s effective
electrochemical performance allows the material to act as the redox shuttle for DSSCs
with Y123-sensitized TiO2 photoanodes and Co(bpy) 3 +/2 +. In comparison to the DSSC
with the Pt-FTO cathode, the DSSC with the GNP cathode is preferable in both fill
factor and in power conversion efficiency at higher illumination intensity. Grinding
RGO and then thermolyzing the composite to achieve the high porosity were reported,
but the performance (7.2%) was still lower than that of the traditional DSSC (7.8%)
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[140]. A chemical vapor de- position (CVD)-derived graphene structure with the average
pore size of 40–50 nm, was reported. Spacer materials, such as SiO2 particles and some
residue was also used to increase SA by keeping graphene apart [141]. The performance
of their novel DSSC (5.0%) is close to that of the DSSC with Pt (5.5%).

Two main approaches to further improve the performance of graphene in the DSSC
system were taken: Firstly, improving morphology to increase the surface area in general,
[27,65,68,78–80] and secondly chemically modifying the material to increase the material’s
intrinsic activity [69,81,82]. Morphology and the micro-structure have attracted much
attention, in which three types of graphene sheets were investigated: 1) Thicker graphene
film, [142] horizontal oriented graphene nanosheets, and vertically oriented nanosheets
were used in DSSC fabrication [143]. Vertical orientation graphene nanosheets showed
the best DSSC performance, indicating that assessable surface area and ion mobility were
higher in the DSSC. 2) The use of porous graphene was also an efficient way to create high
assessable surface area. Porous structures could offer higher surface area, which should
improve the performance of counter electrodes as the catalyst by mitigating redox
recombination. The efficiency of DSSC with porous graphene achieved a PCE value of
5.2%, which was reported by Jang’s group [144]. Secondly, to increase intrinsic activity,
chemically doped graphene, such as nitrogen-doped graphene [69,81, 82,87] and CF4
functionalized graphene and HNO3 treated graphene, was also used as the counter
electrode in the DSSC. In addition to the DSSC with the traditional I3 /I electrolyte, it is
evident that graphene can perform differently in other electrolyte systems, such as cobalt-
based and sulfur-based mediators.

5.2. DSSCs with graphene/carbon nanotube cathodes

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), including single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), few-
walled carbon nanotubes (FWCNTs), and multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs),
have been well investigated as catalytic materials for DSSCs [88–94]. This interest in
SWCNTs and MWCNTs is attributed to their remarkable electrical conductivity and
extremely large and tunable surface areas. Additionally, the ability to control their defect
edges could allow facilitation of the electron kinetics associated with I3 reduction.
Furthermore, graphene’s demonstrated potential for counter electrode application, as
previously discussed, has led to the recent interest in exploring graphene/CNT composites
in this capacity (Table 3) [95–100].

Table 3
PV characteristics of DSSC enabled by graphene/CNTs counter electrode

Counter electrode Jsc (mA/cm2) Voc (V) � (%) Ref.

Graphene/MWCNTs 5.6 0.75 3.00 [95]
Graphene/MWCNTs 9.0 0.72 4.46 [96]
Reduced Graphene/MWCNTs 12.9 0.78 6.2 [97]
Graphene/MWCNTs 8.8 0.77 4.0 [98]
Graphene/FWCNTs 16.1 0.75 7.6 [99]
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Choi and co-workers [95] synthesized a graphene/MWCNTs composite material
counter electrode by growing carbon nanotubes on chemically reduced graphene layers
through CVD. They were able to achieve greater energy conversion efficiency, namely
3%, with this ma- terial. The cell exhibited higher energy conversion efficiency than that
of the DSSC with a MWCNTs based counter electrode. What accounts for this greater
efficiency is the expansion of the reaction area (at the interface) due to the vertically
grown MWCNTs on the graphene sheets. To further improve the performance of
graphene/MWCNTs counter electrodes, the preparation method was modified by first
preparing graphene on a SiO2/Si substrate via CVD followed by growing carbon
nanotubes on top of the graphene layer [145]. Using this preparation method, the DSSC
with the CVD graphene/MWCNTs counter electrode showed a cell efficiency of 4.46%;
a substantial increase from the previously mentioned 3.0%.

Other groups have additionally prepared graphene/CNTs composite materials using
different methods and reported various cell efficiencies. Using the electrophoretic
deposition method, Zhu et al. synthesized reduced graphene/CNTs composite materials
as DSSC counter electrodes [146]. Battumer et al. prepared graphene/CNTs composite
films with the doctor blade method and further confirmed the optimized composition of
CNTs in the graphene/CNTs composite counter electrode of 60% [147]. The formation of
a graphene-CNTs network structure allowed an initial increase in DSSC efficiency.
However, the final decrease in efficiency may be caused by the lower specific surface area
of CNTs when compared to that of graphene sheets [148]. In addition, Velten et al. reported
that the DSSC graphene/MWCNTs composite counter electrode, at an efficiency of 7.55%,
had a higher power conversion efficiency than that of the DSSC with MWCNTs alone,
whose efficiency was 6.62% [149]. The increase in electrical conductivity between the
MWCNT bundles and the graphene sheets allows for a greater efficiency as demonstrated
in the DSSC with a graphene/MWCNTs composite counter electrode. [150]

Another material, recently found by Lou’s group that can act as a novel DSSC cathode
is flexible, seamlessly covalently bonded, three- dimensional vertically aligned few-walled
carbon nanotubes (VAFWCNTs)/graphene on metal foil formed in to a transparent
conducting oxide with Pt [151]. This new VAFWCNTs/graphene on metal foil combination
is promising as an inexpensive, high- performing, flexible cathode for solar cell application.
The schematic images of the cathode and the novel DSSC are shown in Fig. 9. Compared
to the traditional combination in a brittle Pt/fluorine-doped tin oxide cathode, this
VAFWCNTs/graphene cathode has a lower charge transfer resistance and lower contact
resistance between the catalyst and the substrate. The covalent bonds of graphene and
VAFWCNTs allow exceptional electron transport through the electrode. Additionally,
the large surface area of the hybrid carbon materials enables catalytic capability rivaling
that of the Pt analogue. In both rigid and flexible assemblies, DSSCs utilizing this flexible
VAFWCNTs/graphene hybrid cathode surpassed the performance of Pt-based cells. This
VAFWCNTs/graphene hybrid cathode operated at 8.2% in rigid assemblies, whereas the
Pt- based cell performed at 6.4%. Similarly, the hybrid carbon cathode performed at 3.9%
in flexible assemblies, in comparison to 3.4% for the Pt- based cell.
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Figure 9: Schematic image of the novel DSSCs. (a) Schematic structure of the VAFWCNTs/graphene as the
counter electrode. The inset image represents the VAFWCNTs/graphene (black circle) on the Ni
foil as the counter electrode. (b) Schematic image of the novel DSSC. Reprinted with permission
from ref. [100].

Figure 10:Characterization of the cathode materials. (a) Top view SEM image of the VAFWCNTs/graphene
on Ni foil, scale bar = 50 mm. (b) Side view SEM image of the VAFWCNTs/graphene on Ni foil
with high magnification, scale bar = 2 mm. (c) TEM image showing that the CNT forest is connected
to the graphene film. Scale bar = 100 nm. (d) High-resolution TEM image showing that the graphene
is few-layered and the CNTs materials are one- to three-walled, scale bar = 10 nm. Reprinted with
permission from ref. [100].
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A top view of the edge of the CNTs forest on a graphene-covered Ni substrate is
shown in Fig. 10a. The SEM image of the VAFWCNTs sections (Fig. 10b) reflects the tip-
growth mechanism. The graphene layer is vital for preventing catalyst aggregation during
growth, which allows an increased growth rate of the VAFWCNTs on the metal substrate.
Fig. 10c and d show a fused structure that is formed from the graphene and CNTs after
growth.

Experimental results show that the CNTs/graphene/Ni material may be an ideal
high-performance, flexible, and cost-effective alternative cathode for DSSCs, as shown
i n
Fig. 11. For the semi-rigid DSSC, the EIS analysis showed that the new cathode only had
a resistance of 0.91 �, which is more than 20 times lower than that of the Pt cathode (19.6
�), thus leading to a much higher electron transfer rate at the cathode/electrolyte interface.
Additionally, truly flexible DSSCs are able to be synthesized with the flexible properties
of the CNTs/ graphene/Ni electrode. These flexible DSSCs demonstrate a PCE of 3.9%,
compared to the Pt cathode that has a PCE of 3.4%. The reason for the higher electrocatalytic
activity in the flexible DSSCs may be the combination of the high surface area of the
hybrid electrode and the seamless electrical connection between the VAFWCNTs and the
graphene layer.

Figure 11:Photocurrent–voltage characteristics of flexible DSSCs using CNTs/G/Ni or Pt as the cathode
under 1 Sun illumination (AM 1.5 G, 100 mW cm–2). The inset is a schematic diagram of the flexible
DSSC. Reprinted with permission from ref. [100].
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5.3. DSSCs with graphene/metal as cathode

Another material being investigated is a Pt/graphene composite material. The use of
Pt/graphene composite materials as counter electrodes are one approach to reduce Pt
loading in DSSCs, as shown in Table 4 [66,101–103]. This should lead to a much smaller
production cost for the DSSC. Using the self-assembly of polyelectrolyte, graphene, and
H2PtCl6, followed by an annealing treatment, Gong et al. fabricated a Pt/graphene
composite [152]. Additionally, the Pt/graphene composite based cell reached a power
conversion efficiency of 7.66%, comparable to that of the sputtered-Pt based cell at
8.16%. Bajai et al further investigated the effect of Pt loading on the PV performance of
the DSSCs by depositing Pt nanoparticles on graphene layers using a pulsed laser ablation
method. They found that the amount of Pt loading had a remarkable impact on DSSC
efficiency [153]. The group obtained an optimized Pt loading of 27.43% and reported
that not only did the DSSC with the optimized Pt/graphene counter electrode contain
a lower amount of Pt, but also exhibited higher energy conversion efficiency. The
improved efficiency was attributed to the increase in the graphene sheet defects, caused
by increased Pt deposition into the graphene sheets [154].

As an alternative to Pt, Ni was combined with graphene, forming composite counter
electrodes in other studies. Dou et al. embedded Ni12P5 nanoparticles into graphene sheets
using a hydrothermal reaction to synthesize the Ni12P5/graphene composites [66]. The
Ni12P5/graphene demonstrated excellent electrocatalytic activity for I3 reduction,
resulting in a high efficiency of 5.7% for this DSSC as shown in Table 4. Graphene’s role
in these metal/graphene composite materials was that of a well dispersed metal (Pt or
Ni12P5) particle scaffold, increasing the availability of the metal particles for electron
transfer [66,103]. Furthermore, graphene improved the rate of electron transfer at the
interface by providing a fast diffusion pathway for the electrolyte and allowing excellent
electrode–electrolyte contact. The metal (Pt or Ni12P5) nanoparticle can act as the active
site for electrocatalytic processes as well as the spacer between the graphene sheets, and
therefore accelerate the diffusion.

Table 4
PV characteristics of DSSC enabled by graphene/metal counter electrode

Counter electrode Jsc (mA/cm2) Voc (V) � (%) Ref.

Graphene/Ni12P5 12.86 0.74 5.70 [66]
Graphene 12.88 0.70 4.70 [101]
Graphene/Pt 15.20 0.71 7.66 [102]
Graphene/Pt 6.67 0.74 2.90 [103]
Graphene/Pt 12.06 0.79 6.35 [105]

4.4. DSSCs with graphene/polymer as cathode

Graphene/conductive polymer composite films have recently served as counter electrodes
in DSSCs, as listed in Table 5 [27,62,81,97, 104–110]. In these composite films, the polymer,
i.e. polystyrene sulfonate doped poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT-PSS) enables
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conductivity, while the graphene enables catalysis [104]. The DSSC with such a
graphene/PEDOT-PSS counter electrode had an efficiency of 4.5%, outperforming the
DSSC with a PEDOT-PSS counter electrode without graphene, whose efficiency was
2.3% [104]. As an alternative to being dispersed in the polymer matrix, [104] graphene
can addition- ally serve as the polymer’s support [105]. Furthermore, Park’s group
reported of a DSSC with the graphene/PEDOT composite counter electrode exhibiting
a high efficiency of 6.26%, due to the presence of graphene in PEDOT. Graphene-
incorporated PEDOT results not only in exceptional electrochemical activity, but also in
much more rapid trans- port through the composite film [106]. The schematic image is
shown in Fig. 12.

6. Conclusion

As a rising star in material science, graphene has been recently used as one of the key
components of DSSCs demonstrating high performance characteristics. Considering the
photoanode, it is believed that proper addition of graphene might, in certain cases, improve
the photo- current in some cases. However, it is still not clear whether a selectively and
carefully graphene doped photoanode would increase the PCE of the devices. As a
sensitizer, graphene show advantages in multiple carrier generation and hot injection,

Figure 12:Photograph of a graphene-coated PET substrate, and schematic diagram of the fabrication steps
involved in preparing a DSSC with a graphene/PEDOT counter electrode on a PET substrate.
Reprinted with permission from ref. [106].
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and provide a possible way to over- come the inherent limit of current device structures.
Appropriate concentration (minor additive) of various graphene in the electrolyte may
improve the performance of DSSCs, However, high concentration of graphene will
decrease the performance of the device due to their catalytic activity and high light
absorptions. At the cathode materials, the excellent catalytic activity for the reduction
of the redox reaction positions graphene and its composites to be a strong candidate for
replacing both Pt and FTO in cathodes for DSSC. Based on the reported results, it is
clear that graphene materials will have wide and important future applications in DSSCs.
However, it should be noted that applications of graphene materials in DSSCs are still
at their initial stages. Most of mechanisms discussed are based on various untested
assumptions. Various graphene materials with different properties should be extensively
studied as different components before the significant and practical application of
graphene materials to DSSCs is realized.
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